
The $1,000 Coverall at AmigoBingo keeps 
players on their toes every night  

 
San Jose - - (Press Release) - AmigoBingo is always looking for new things to reward their 
players and what better way than increasing rewards on their games? Their brilliant idea of 
increasing their Nightly Coverall from $500 to an amazing $1000 CASH has all the players on 
their toes every night, crossing their fingers hoping to be the lucky one to take home this 
generous $1000 prize. 

For those of you wondering, “What is a coverall anyway?” The name says it all; a pattern where 
players must cover the whole card to win. It may take a minimum of 24 calls to get a coverall 
bingo(also known as blackout bingo), however the odds of getting one in fewer than 40 calls are 
very low and a player would be consider pretty fortunate if that happens. Most coverall bingo 
games are a little longer than regular 75 ball bingo pattern games and end between the 55th - 
60th calls, depending on how many players are in the game. Many bingo players prefer coverall 
games as they are often associated with bigger jackpots and can be a great way of winning a 
pretty large amount of money. In AmigoBingo’s case a 75-ball coverall bingo game players have 
to cover all 24 spots on their bingo card to win the fabulous $1000. So even though it is longer, 
a little more difficult than a regular bingo game and has some extra suspense going on, the wait 
is worth the while at the end.  

Join AmigoBingo every night at 10pm in the Main Room for a chance to win this $1000 Coverall. 
The nightly coverall starts playing in 50 calls and every five days 1 call will be added increasing 
the player’s chances to win. AmigoBingo has thought of everything, for those players who are 
dying to play but will not be able to make it, they can pre order their cards for that evenings 
game and still have the same chances to win. Once won it goes back to 50 calls and the fun 
starts all over again.  

So far, so good. Players love the increased jackpot prize and AmigoBingo has had great 
feedback about this reward. We will be keeping up with AmigoBingo’s upgrades and hoping 
they continue to grow as they have been growing so far. 

AmigoBingo is part of the well-established TheBingoAffiliates network offering bingo games to 
bingo players from all over the world in US dollars. 

 


